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Adams Media Corporation. Paperback. Book Condition: new. BRAND NEW, The "Everything" Groom
Book: A Survival Guide for Men! (2nd Revised edition), Shelly Hagen, Without question, you love your
bride-to-be and want to spend the rest of your life with her. Ever since you popped the question,
however, she's seemed somewhat different--more anxious, more neurotic, and more fixated on the
"little things" like flowers, bridal registry china, and why the bridesmaids hate their dresses. Before
you head for the back door, take a deep breath--help is on the way. The Everything Groom Book is
here to help you keep your sanity while your fiance loses hers. Get no-nonsense advice on how to: *
Handle the emotional roller coaster * Choose a wedding location and date * Narrow down the guest
list * Know when to give your opinion--and when to hold back * Smooth over disagreements From
timing the engagement to enjoying your honey-moon, The Everything Groom Book is your ticket to
a hassle-free wedding.
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Reviews
Comprehensive guide! Its this sort of very good go through. It generally is not going to price too much. Its been designed in an remarkably basic way which
is simply following i finished reading this pdf where really changed me, affect the way i really believe.
-- Pr of. Jer emie B la nda DDS
A top quality ebook and the font employed was exciting to read. Of course, it can be enjoy, nonetheless an interesting and amazing literature. Your life
span will likely be transform once you full reading this book.
-- Phyllis Welch
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